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The First International Workshop on Cyber Patterns

• Unifying Design Patterns with 
Security, Attack and Forensic 
Patterns

• There is a growing international 
community interested in software 
design patterns as representations 
of solutions to recurring design 
problems. 

• There is significant work and 
interest in the security field on 
classifying vulnerabilities and 
weaknesses. 

• This includes a substantial existing 
catalogue of attack patterns and a 
growing body of knowledge of 
security patterns. 

• The emergence in digital forensics 
of forensic patterns could also be 
significant. 
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Aims [as Call for Papers]

• The aim of this workshop is to explore commonalities between 
the notions of patterns in these fields and to express them in a
unified framework. Such a framework for the pattern abstraction 
would provide ways to: 

– describe and reason about patterns across domains
– leverage insights gained from different domains
– manage complexity
– lay a precise foundation for the development of tools.

• The workshop will include space for structured discussion of the
opportunities and difficulties such a framework poses and for 
formulating an initial research road-map. 
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Topics (from Call for Papers)

• What are the benefits and achievements of patterns in particular
domains?

• What are the barriers to the uptake of patterns and how might 
these be overcome?

• How might the insights gained through the use of patterns in 
one domain generalise to others?

• What are the research challenges for the development of 
patterns?

• Where are good cases studies, showing the benefits and 
potential of the pattern abstraction, to be found?
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Programme

• ca. 35 participants, 19 accepted papers
• Universities

– Abertay
– Dartmouth College
– Glasgow
– KCL
– Kingston
– Lancaster
– Liverpool John Moores
– Newcastle
– Oxford
– Oxford Brookes
– UCL
– Warwick
– West London

• Industry, government
– Auroa Consulting
– BT
– CESG
– Janet CSIRT
– Mitre Corporation
– Nominet
– Sophos
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Sean Barnum - invited paper

• Sean Barnum: Leveraging Structured Cyberpattern
Representations for Cyber Threat Intelligence and Management
– Cyber Security Principal at Mitre Corporation

• Patterns “repetitive commonality of characteristics”
• Prescriptive vs descriptive patterns

– Prescriptive provide context and guidance; apply to solve a problem
– Descriptive capture characteristics, enable search and recognition

• Patterns, anti-patterns, remediation patterns to rectify anti-
patterns

• Need for standardisation of representations
• Talked in detail about attack patterns, patterns in attackers’

behaviours; many classification schemes in development
• Need for formalisation, more solid foundations, verbal 

descriptions unclear
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Panel session – Patterns in Practice

• Chair: Clive Blackwell, Oxford Brookes
• Sean Barnum, Mitre Corporation
• James Davis, JANET CSIRT
• Cath Goulding, Nominet
• Graeme Hickman (Sophos)
• Les Hatton, Kingston University

• Started with opening remarks from each on state of the art of pattern 
usage in their practices

• Discussion
– What are patterns?
– Discussion of prescriptive/descriptive categories (and alternative 
– Importance of patterns in many industry sectors, even if practitioners do not 

use the language of patterns
– There is more to recognising attacks than recognising byte strings, 

emergence and application of patterns of behaviour
– More general notion of pattern in socio-technical systems
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Kevin Lano – invited paper

• Kevin Lano: Software Design Patterns
– Reader in Software Engineering, KCL

• Patterns: transformations from imperfect to (more) perfect 
system

• Eliminating “bad smells” in a design/system
• Role of patterns in software engineering: specification, design,

model transformation
• Transformations to eliminate bad properties
• This problem = use this pattern
• Patterns for special areas, e.g. Enterprise  information systems, 

service oriented architectuers, cloud, ...
• Verification of patterns considered as transformations: system 

after transformation has same semantics/ properties as before 
(semantic preservation)
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Next steps

• Towards a research road map: emerging themes, goals, challenges
• Lacking story: need for collections of case studies, surveys of field, …
• Establishing common language across the fields:

– Dimensions: domain, level of abstraction, source, audience, points in 
lifecycle

– New fields: digital forensics, data driven, cyber warfare, socio-technical 
systems, use in teaching

– Taxonomy, “ontology”
• Repository, wiki
• Establish network
• More workshops: better understanding of commonality, differences, 

better understanding of field, engagement of different audiences, 
rationales for patterns, formalisation,.. , preserve multi-disciplinary 
nature

• “Patterns in practice” theme
• Funding: EPSRC, industry, …
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Proceedings

• Can be downloaded from the 
workshop website:

• http://tech.brookes.ac.uk/Cyber
Patterns2012/index.html


